
Read This First
Putting It All Together:   A Rule of Life

The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field.  When a man found it, he hid it
again, and then in his joy went and sold all he had and bought that field.  Again, the

kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for fine pearls. When he found one of great
value, he went away and sold everything he had and bought it.  Matthew 13:44-46

“Both the field and the pearl are metaphors for the kingdom of God – that state of
being in which God is reigning in our life and his presence is shaping our reality.  The
kingdom of God is here now, if we are willing to arrange our life to embrace it.” 

 - Ruth Haley Barton
   

Rule of Life:  the spiritual practices we intentionally arrange in our lives in order that
we experience Christ’s transforming presence; enabling our life to be a Sacred
Rhythm. 

A Rule of Life will be: 
• PERSONAL.   Start with one or two practices you feel drawn to or that correspond to areas

of need.  Practice them in way that fit your personality and the particularities of your life. 
   

• REALISTIC.  Take into account your current stage of life, your schedule, the demands of
your family and your work, etc.

   

• BALANCED.  Keep a balance between various practices - those that come easily and those
that stretch you.

   

• FLEXIBLE.  Hold your rule of life flexibly rather than being rigid about it.

The Spiritual Practices we have journeyed through this winter: 
• Solitude & Silence                              • Contemplative Prayer
• Contemplative Scripture Reading         • Sabbath

“Spiritual practices are the main way we offer our bodies up to God as a living sacrifice.  We
are doing what we can do with our bodies, our minds, our hearts.  God then takes this simple
offering of ourselves and does with it what we cannot do, producing within us deeply
ingrained habits of love and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit.”   Richard Foster

Reference - Sacred Rhythms by Ruth Haley Barton



   

Sacred Rhythms 
Arranging our lives using spiritual practices to experience 

Christ's transforming presence 
   

Establishing A Rule of Life
   

   

Please Review the Other Side of this sheet PRIOR to beginning this process
   

• Attend to your desire
What words, phrases, prayers seem to most consistently capture my sense of longing for God
and for spiritual transformation as I am experiencing it these days?  What do I sense is most
needed these days? 

   

• Acknowledge your powerlessness 
Only God can do the work of transformation in me.  My part is to create the conditions in
which spiritual transformation can take place. 

   

• Identify the spiritual practices that are life-giving for you
Which  spiritual practices have been most stretching and which ones are resulting in deeper
levels of connection with God and transformation toward Christlikeness.  Which spiritual
practices seem to be the most powerful in fulfilling the desires of my heart right now? 

      

• Begin developing a plan
What am I beginning to understand about my minimum daily/weekly/monthly requirements
for ongoing spiritual transformation? I will seek God in discerning what concrete spiritual
practices I want to engage in as a way of offering myself to God steadily and consistently?

   

• Write Out Your Plan 
1. What practices will I seek to engage in on a daily/weekly/monthly basis? Where and what

time of day/week/month will I engage in these practices? 
2. What spiritual practices will I share with a spiritual friend, or a group of friends, so as to

growth together? 
3. Are there practices that are particularly needed because of my sins and negative patterns? 
4. How will I need to adjust my schedule in order to consistently choose this rule of life? 

What arrangements do I need to make with those I live and or work with? 
   

• Commit Yourself prayerfully
Am I able to commit myself to this plan out of desire for God rather than a sense of
obligation?   As I feel ready, I will commit myself  prayerfully to my personal rule of life as a
means of intentionally making myself available in a consistent manner to God’s transforming
work in me.

   

• Notice Gently
I will feel free to explore and experiment with my rule of life and make adjustments along the
way.  After about six months, I will take some extended time in God’s presence to evaluate
how it is going and decide whether any larger adjustments need to be made. 

Reference - Sacred Rhythms by Ruth Haley Barton


